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Abstract
Over the last 40 years, there has been an increased access of the Portuguese population
to health care services, with the consequence that health costs have increased significantly,
reaching around 10% of Gross Domestic Product, with expenditures in medicines accounting for
a significant share of these costs.
Governments have been implementing several measures aimed essentially at controlling
health costs. Some of these measures include introducing and stimulating the use of generics;
reducing the margins of sales of medicines; medical prescription by active substance; fixing public
procurement prices; implementing guidelines for distribution procedures; legislation defining how
medicines are produced, transported and stored; liberalization of pharmacies; opening of sales
outlets for medicines without a prescription; etc.
The drug supply chain, from drug production to patient arrival, encompasses several
stakeholders: pharmaceutical companies, stockists and distributors, pharmacies and points of
sale in general. As these stakeholders do not have full control over drug prices, it is vital that all
parts of the supply chain become increasingly more efficient and effective, innovating and modernizing in order to meet the challenges posed to them by regulation and to be competitive. Distribution Centres have assumed a vital role in this new context in the drug chain, since they try to
guarantee that the medicines are at the right time, at the right moment, and at the right place,
available to those who need it.
This master’s dissertation analyses the warehouse of Udifar II (a medicine storage company) located in Agualva-Cacém, with the goal of evaluating and improving its internal logistics.
The aim is to contribute to the improvement of the company's efficiency, by up-grading
the automatic picking replenishment system, to increase productivity, to reduce waste and consequently to reduce operating costs
From the evaluation of the warehouse and its internal logistics, the automatic picking
replenishment system is the main issue highlighted to be improved. The literature review shows
the importance that the scientific community recognises regarding Distribution Centres and order
picking and insights on the methods developed.
The Interventionist Routing Algorithm is implemented and tested in 30 real instances of
routes at Udifar II, and it was verified that it is possible to optimise the distances travelled and
consequently to reduce costs in the process of automatic picking and replenishment. On average,
IRA’s solutions reduce by 37% the distance travelled.

Keywords: Interventionist Routing Algorithm, Order Picking, Distribution Centre, Logistics,
Pharmaceutical Supply Chain
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Resumo
Ao longo dos últimos 40 anos, tem-se verificado um maior acesso da população portuguesa aos serviços de saúde o que teve como consequência que os custos com a mesma aumentaram de forma significativa, atingindo cerca de 10% do Produto Interno Bruto, sendo que os
gastos com medicamentos representam uma fatia significativa desses custos.
Os sucessivos governos têm implementado medidas para controlar os custos com a saúde. Algumas dessas medidas incluem: introdução e estímulo da utilização de genéricos; redução das margens de venda dos medicamentos; prescrição médica por substância ativa; fixação
dos preços de venda ao público; implementação de procedimentos de distribuição de medicamentos; legislação que regula a produção de medicamentos, transporte e armazenamento; liberalização das farmácias; abertura de postos de venda de medicamentos sem receita médica; etc.
A cadeia do medicamento farmacêutico, desde a sua produção até à chegada ao doente,
engloba vários intervenientes: empresas farmacêuticas, armazenistas e distribuidores, farmácias
e pontos de venda em geral. Uma vez que não têm controlo sobre os preços dos medicamentos,
é fundamental que todas as partes desta cadeia se tornem cada vez mais eficientes e eficazes,
inovando e modernizando-se de modo a conseguirem responder aos desafios que lhes são colocados pela regulamentação, mantendo-se competitivas. Os centros de distribuição assumem
uma importância vital na cadeia do medicamento, pois tentam garantir que o medicamento está
no momento certo, no local devido, disponível e acessível a quem dele necessita.
A presente dissertação de mestrado analisa o armazém da Udifar II (empresa armazenista de medicamentos), localizado em Agualva-Cacém, visando avaliar e melhorar a sua logística interna. O objetivo é, assim, contribuir para a melhoria da eficiência da empresa, melhorando
o sistema de reabastecimento automático de picking, para aumentar a produtividade, reduzir o
desperdício e, consequentemente, reduzir os custos operacionais.
Na sequência da avaliação do armazém e da logística interna do mesmo, o sistema de
reabastecimento automático de picking foi identificado como sendo o aspeto que deveria ser
objeto de melhoria. A revisão da literatura mostra a importância que a comunidade científica
reconhece ao picking e permite retirar pistas para a solução a desenvolver.
Para esse efeito, o Algoritmo Intervencionista de Rotas foi implementado e testado no
centro de distribuição da Udifar II, em 30 rotas reais, constatando-se que é possível melhorar as
distâncias percorridas e, consequentemente, reduzir custos no processo de picking e
reabastecimento automático. Em média, as rotas determinadas por este algoritmo reduzem em
37% as distâncias percorridas.

Palavras-chave: algoritmo intervencionista de rotas, seleção de pedidos, centro de distribuição,
logística, cadeia de abastecimento do medicamento
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Chapter 1- Introduction
Living conditions in Portugal have improved significantly in recent years (after the 25th of
April 1974), with reflections at various levels, including the democratization of access to health
care and medicines. In the beginning of the 70's (20th century) the health system in Portugal was
characterized by Observatório Português dos Serviços de Saúde (2001 and 2002)1:
i) Very low socio-economic and health indicators compared with those in other Western
European countries;
ii) Health Services that included disparate units such as: Sate and Mercy hospitals,
medical posts of the Social Welfare Medical Services; Public Health Services (later the Health
Centres); municipal doctors, specialized services and the private medical sector;
iii) Low public funding from the health services (around 2,8% of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)).
The country's health care coverage was insufficient and access to health care was limited.
The health system reform in 1971 created Health Centres, which was the first step to the creation
of the Portuguese National Health Service (NHS). But only from 1974 onwards, with the profound
political changes that occurred in Portugal, after the Revolution of April 25 th, did the political and
social conditions enabled the creation of the NHS, with the clear goal of ensuring a primary health
care. Thus, the concept of universal health access was financed by the state through taxes,
inserted in the logic of the political and social democratization of Portugal. The NHS in Portugal
is still one of the most advanced systems in Europe, enabling overall access to general health,
diagnosis, doctor’s appointments and medication. However, this type of system, over time, has
translated into expenditures with a very significant weight in the state budget, reaching a
maximum of 9,9% of GDP in 2009 (INE – Conta Satélite da Saúde 2014 – 2016Pe). According to
Pereira and Vilares (2014), about two-thirds of drug spending is financed by the state. Health
expenditure includes several expenses, including also hospital expenditure and out-patient care
in addition to drug spending.
Facing the weight of this expenditure in the overall figure of the State budget, the
Government has published several legislative packages that tightly regulate the functioning of the
different health players, such as defining maximum prices for medicines, marketing margins,
introducing generic medicines. The objective is to reduce health expenditure and contain the
identified trend of significant growth with health spending. “The NHS is more sustainable and
productive with an increase in activity, funding and lower expenditure growth” (Roseira, 2018).
Due to the legislative changes and regulations that have been introduced in the drug
market, different players in the drug supply chain (pharmaceuticals industry, medicine distributors,
storekeepers (one who keeps a retail store), pharmacies, para-pharmacies and authorized sales

1

http://www.opss.pt/node/141 , consulted in 13/05/2018
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outlets) have been obliged to adapt to the market, by innovating their procedures and the
interaction with other stakeholders, using computerized and automated processes. With these
new changes, the supply chain players aimed to expand their services, to satisfy the increasingly
demanding customers and to reduce the fixed costs associated with the activity. Competition in
this market started thus to be more aggressive at all levels of activity (Romão, 2012).
The distribution of pharmaceutical products is very important for the current design of the
supply chain, enabling connections between the pharmaceutical companies and the points of sale
of the medicines, which ensures the availability of drugs, and contributes to the sustainability of
this business.
The Associação de Distribuidores Farmacêuticos (ADIFA) 2,3 integrates 6 companies that
globally hold about 90% of market share (MS) in Portugal. According to ADIFA, the market value
of the drug distribution sector was 2.080 M€ in 2016 (versus 2.130 M€ in 2002). However, as
marketing margins were substantially reduced between 2002 and 2016, it can be concluded that
the results of this sector were much lower in 2016 than in 2002. As a result, the drug distribution
sector faces a major challenge: although it maintains the level of sales (sales value), the marginal
gains are much lower than in the past, so distributors need to reduce their fixed and operating
costs, in order to increase or even maintain profit.
Chiang et al (2011) highlight that the costs of distribution centres (DC) are strongly
allocated to order picking - between 55% and 75%. Thus, if optimisation is possible, even if having
only a small impact on margins costs, it might result in savings. These unitary savings, multiplied
by the numerous daily orders to be met, might translate into significant gains.
This master's dissertation focuses on drug distributors, with the particular case on Udifar
II, seeking to find solutions to improve the efficiency of the automatic picking replenishment
process, given its current situation.
This chapter aims to introduce the context and motivation of this dissertation, specifies
the problem under study, the objective of the dissertation and the structure of the document. It
follows with two sections: section 1.1. states the dissertation objectives; and section 1.2. presents
the dissertation structure.

1.1 Dissertation Objectives
The aim of this dissertation is to improve the automatic picking replenishment system
regarding the amount of time spent in this activity. This approach intends to reduce costs and
improve the quality of service of Udifar II through the implementation of an algorithm used in other
similar distribution centres.

2
3

http://www.adifa.pt/, consulted in 13/05/2018.
ADIFA has the mission to defend the interests of its members at the political, business and economic level.
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To achieve this goal, this dissertation:
•

Characterizes the Healthcare Market and the Drug Supply Chain in Portugal;

•

Presents Udifar’s history, operations and market position;

•

Identifies the improvement area to be developed in the dissertation;

•

Develops a literature review on the topic, to analyse the current and past problems related
to this dissertation, and the main methodologies used by other researchers;

•

Studies the applicability of the methodology proposal to Udifar II;

•

Makes recommendations.

1.2 Dissertation Structure
The structure embraced for this dissertation includes four chapters (see Figure 1).
Chapter 1 – Introduction
This chapter aims to describe the problem background, objectives and structure.
Chapter 2 – Context and Background
This chapter describes the pharmaceutical market, as well as the drug supply chain. It
explains some legal changes on the market, as well as the challenges that those changes
induced. Furthermore, Udifar II is introduced, by describing its history, functions, activities and
internal operations, being the latter the focus of this dissertation. At the end of this chapter,
improvement areas are highlighted, and the specific problem that is covered by the dissertation
is identified.
Chapter 3 - State of the Art
This chapter presents the state of the art related to the relevant topics for this dissertation:
DC and order picking. Several scientific papers are analysed with the objective of gathering all
the necessary information to better understand the problem and the methodologies used to solve
this problem.
Chapter 4 – Methodology
This chapter aims to propose a methodology applied to this case study. The methodology
is detailed, and an example is used for a better understanding of the method.

3

Chapter 5 – Computational Experiments
The method is then tested in real data from Udifar II warehouse and compared with the
current situation in the company. The objective of this chapter is to analyse the applicability of the
proposal in this case study and to understand whether the results are feasible.
Chapter 6 – Conclusions
This chapter presents the main conclusions of the dissertation, focusing on the
applicability of the proposed algorithm and the improvements that it allows to obtain, regarding
automatic picking replenishment process at Udifar II. Moreover, challenges to be developed in
future research are presented.

Figure 1 Dissertation Framework
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2. Context and Background
This chapter aims to introduce and describe the topic of this dissertation. It is organized
in 5 sections. First, in section 2.1, the market is described through data from different institutions
and market regulations. Then the distribution activities within this market are described (section
2.2), by explaining how the market is regulated and its evolution over the past years. Udifar II is
introduced in section 2.3, by describing its origin, market share and how it operates. Then section
2.4 identifies the company’s current problems, and finally section 2.5 presents the main
conclusions.

2.1 – Healthcare Expenditures and Pharmaceutical Market
Healthcare and, more specifically, medicine sales have a significant influence on the
economic activity in Portugal. According to Intercontinental Marketing Statistics - Health (IMS)
and National Authority for Medicines and Health Products, Public Institute (Infarmed)4 data from
2016, the public and private health expenditures exceeded the amount of 16.545 M€, which
represents around 9% of the GDP, as it can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 Public and Private Healthcare Expenditure (M€). Source: Infarmed

Figure 3 National Healthcare Expenditure as % GDP. Source: Infarmed

According to the data published in the Health Satellite Account, 2014 - 2016 (final data
for 2014, provisional for 2015 and preliminary for 2016), since 2010, health expenditure has grown
at a lower rate than GDP (Figure 4). In 2015 and 2016, current expenditure grew 3,1% and 2,7%,
4

http://www.infarmed.pt/web/infarmed/entidades/medicamentos-uso-humano/monitorizacaomercado/estatistica-anual/relatorios-anuais, consulted in 13/05/2018
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while GDP grew 3,7% and 3%, respectively. In 2017, according to the most recent data disclosed,
GDP growth was 2,7% (Instituto Nacional de Estatística – INE).

Health Expenditure

Health Expenditure in % of GDP

Figure 4 Health Expenditure and GDP (2000-2016Pe) – source INE- Conta Satélite da Saúde 2014-2016 Pe

The most recent data presented by Infarmed, regarding the monitoring of Ambulatory
Market in 2017, notes that the market value of outpatient drugs in pharmacies, NHS and users,
was close to 2.000 M€ 5 to which 303,80 M€ refers to non-prescription medicines 6.
The pharmaceutical business consists of a complex chain that allows medicines,
produced by pharmaceutical companies, to reach its users. This chain involves several activities
and stages, which involve the production, storage, distribution and finally their availability at
authorized sale points. Figure 5 shows the pharmaceutical chain and the parties involved.

Figure 5 Drug Supply Chain - adapted from Deloitte 2013

In recent years, the pharmaceutical sector has undergone numerous changes - due to
the political environment, economics, financial and professional. These changes not only affected
pharmaceutical laboratories, but also pharmacies and the associated drug supply chain
5
6

Meio Ambulatório - Monotorização do consumo de medicamentos, Infarmed 2017
Medicamentos não sujeitos a receita médica (MNSRM), Infarmed 2017
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(wholesalers and distributors). There has also been different legislative changes with direct
implications for all parties in this chain, among which the following stand out:
•

Decree Law nº 81/90 of March 12th - regulates the production and authorisation of
the generic medicines (GM) market. These medicines have a lower retail price
than the brand name drugs. Although the sale of GM was initially not representative, with the launch of the Integrated Program for the Promotion of Generic
Medicines between 2000 and 2002, the situation was reversed. The mandatory
prescription of a drug by active substance (more specifically by common international designation, Law nº. 11/2012 of March 8th), and not by brand, also contributed decisively to the increase in sales of GM. According to Infarmed7, in 2017 the
market share of generic drugs was already 47,5% in units, which corresponded to
21,6% in sales value;

•

Ordinance nº 618 - A / 2005 of July 27th and Decree Law nº 65/2007 of March 14th
- reduction of margins of commercialization, which in the case of wholesalers went
from 8% to 7,45%;

•

Decree Law 134/2005 of August 16th - regulates the sale of non-prescription medicines;

•

Ordinance nº 30 - B / 2007 of January 5th - reduction of drugs prices by 6% approved in 2006, and the reduction of the marketers' margins from 7,45% to 6,87%;

•

Decree Law no. 307/2007 of 31st August - liberalisation of the ownership of pharmacies;

•

Decree Law no. 112/2011 of November 29th "Arrangements for the price stipulation prescription medicine and non-prescription medicine" defines the maximum
margins to which wholesalers may be entitled by stipulating a maximum of € 4,60
for medicines with a selling price to wholesalers above € 50;

•

Memorandum of Understanding on Economic Policy Conditionality of May 2011 8,
during the period of the Economic and Financial Assistance Program to Portugal,
defined the major objectives for healthcare in section 3 - "Improving efficiency and
effectiveness of healthcare services, with a more rational use of services and expenses control, to reduce public expenses on medicines to 1,25% of the GDP by
the end of 2012 and to around 1% of GDP in 2013 (in line with the percentage
observed in the United States of America) and generate additional savings in hospital operating costs”. The implications of this program caused a drastic reduction
in Medicine Purchases (see Figure 6).

7
8

Meio Ambulatório- Monotorização do consumo de medicamentos, Infarmed 2017
https://infoeuropa.eurocid.pt/registo/000046743/
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Figure 6 Market Value of Drug Supply Chain, in Portugal - Adapted from ADIFA

The changes introduced in this sector allowed health expenditure, between 2010 and
2014, to decrease by 9,7%9. In addition, the new rules for the functioning of this sector led to a
reduction of medicinal products and of contribution margins for pharmaceutical companies,
wholesalers and pharmacies, forcing all the agents to innovate their working procedures, to
diversify their activities and optimize processes and logistics, to become more efficient and to
reduce costs. Most pharmacies started being organized in groups. In 2015, 1000 out of 2900
pharmacies are integrated in a total of 20 groups.
This was an attempt to become stronger and achieve more negotiation power. In addition,
by diversifying their activities, through the offering of new services such as nutrition, vaccination
and cosmetics, the storage space for medicines in pharmacies have been increasingly reduced.
This new form of operation has made pharmacies more dependent on wholesalers and
distribution companies and their responsiveness, forcing wholesalers to change their operating
scheme. Wholesalers and distribution companies have become vitally important in customer
response and timely availability of medicines, and in many cases are on the link in the whole
chain.

9

http://www.euro.who.int/en/search?q=health+system+in+transition , consulted in 13/05/2018
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2.2. Pharmaceutical Distribution
Wholesale Distribution of Medicines, commonly known as Warehousing, consists of the
supply, storage or supply of medicines for processing, resale or use in medical services,
healthcare facilities and pharmacies. This business also integrates other activities like billing,
collection and management of returns (damaged or expired products - reverse logistics).
This is a highly regulated sector (specific legislation foreseen in the current Drug Statute
– Decree Law nº 176/2006, of August 30th), either by the legislation published on the subject or
by the recommendations of the Regulatory Entity of the Sector - Infarmed.
On March 19th, 2015, Infarmed approved the Regulation on Good Practices in the
Distribution of Human Medicines (resolution nº 47 / CD / 2015 of Infarmed, IP), which establishes
tight rules and procedures for quality control of storage and transportation of medicines, from the
exit of the pharmaceutical laboratories to the final destination (i.e. to the pharmacies), promoting
the monitoring and control of these activities, causing increased requirements to the wholesalers
and distributors.
Due to the changes and restrictions imposed in this sector, there has been a tendency of
market concentration in the stockholding sector, with several mergers and acquisitions of
distribution companies. To ensure their survival, wholesalers have also been forced to change
their operational behaviour by making large investments in their information systems. Every
process associated with responding to requests from pharmacies became automatic as possible,
by means of sophisticated and complex logistical structures.
The wholesaler’s market is dominated by 6/7 companies which together account for
approximately 90% of the market share (Figure 7). However, it is considered an Oligopoly due to
the dominance of Alliance Healthcare and OCP. An oligopoly corresponds to a structure of
imperfect market competition, characterized by the fact that the market is dominated by a small
number of companies that develop strategic behaviour among themselves. The market for
pharmaceutical distribution has no influence on the price of medicines, as mentioned before,
because legislation defines the price of medicines and the profit margins of each part of the drug
chain. Despite this, the market share of the six largest companies in the sector reached 86,9% in
2017 (Table 2), meaning that there is a high degree of concentration (Romão, 2012).

9

Market Share Evolution of Pharmaceutical Distributors in Portugal
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Figure 7 Market Share Evolution of Pharmaceutical Distributors in Portugal - Alliance Healthcare 2016 (IMS)

2.3 – Udifar II
In 2008, Autoridade da Concorrência (AC) approved the merger between Udifar
cooperatives (created in 2000) with Codifar (created in 1973) and with the Union of Pharmacists
(created in 1935), originating the cooperative Udifar CRL.

UDIFAR

CODIFAR

União
Farmacêuticos
s

(Year 2008)

UDIFAR CRL

Figure 8 Scheme based on the Decision of the Autoridade da Concorrência - 12/02/2008
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However, in 2009 an internal reorganisation was made creating Udifar, SGPS. The
configuration of Figure 9, shown that Udifar II, SA is considered as a wholesaler:

UDIFAR SGPS

CODIGEST, SA

CODILAB, SA

UDIFAR II, SA

DILOFAR, Lda

- Services -

- Marcas próprias -

- Wholesaler -

- Pre-Wholesaler

Figure 9 Udifar SGPS Structure

Udifar II - Distribuição Farmacêutica, SA is a distribution and logistics service company for
pharmaceutical products, associated with the Economic Activity Code (EAC) (2008) “Wholesale
of pharmaceutical products (EAC- 44460)”, being a full line wholesaler, with almost all the
medicines available on the market.
According to the information in section 2.1, it is possible to conclude that Udifar II has lost
market share (2009 – 17,6%, 2016 – 6,4%, 2017 – 7,1%), despite recovering slightly from 2016
to 2017, (Tables 1 and 2).
Nevertheless, in the distribution and logistics market of pharmaceuticals, Udifar II has a
significant market share and plays an important role. In 2016 the value of the pharmaceutical
market in stores rose to 2.085 M€ and in 2017 amounted to 2.109 M€, according to
IMS (Market-Flash) data. According to Udifar II, their sales generated 142 M€ e 154 M€ in 2016
and 2017 respectively.
2016

Average
2016

Top7
Storekeepers

Jan 16
M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

Others

8,9%

8,5%

8,5%

8,7%

8,2%

8,5%

8,4%

7,7%

8,3%

8,0%

8,1%

7,4%

8,3%

Feb 16

Mar 16

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Alliance

27,2%

27,7%

28,3%

28,7%

28,4%

29,0%

28,4%

29,4%

28,4%

28,4%

27,5%

28,5%

28,3%

Cooprofar

12,2%

12,2%

12,0%

11,7%

13,0%

12,0%

12,5%

12,5%

12,3%

12,5%

12,4%

12,2%

12,3%

Empifarma

3,3%

3,2%

3,4%

3,5%

3,5%

3,8%

4,1%

3,7%

4,3%

4,6%

4,5%

4,2%

3,8%

B&R

8,3%

8,4%

8,4%

8,5%

8,3%

8,4%

8,7%

8,2%

8,5%

8,5%

8,7%

8,5%

8,4%

OCP

23,2%

22,8%

22,9%

22,7%

22,7%

23,0%

23,7%

23,1%

23,4%

23,0%

23,0%

23,1%

23,0%

Plural

9,6%

9,8%

9,6%

9,4%

9,3%

9,4%

9,3%

9,7%

9,3%

9,0%

9,2%

8,9%

9,4%

Udifar II

7,4%

7,5%

6,9%

6,7%

6,6%

5,8%

5,0%

5,7%

5,6%

6,0%

6,7%

7,2%

6,4%

Table 1 Drug Storekeepers Market Share in 2016 in Portugal- IMS December 2016, Market Flash
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Top7
Storekeepers

2017
Jan 17

Feb 17

M.S.

M.S.

Mar 17

Apr 17

M.S.

M.S.

May 17 Jun 17
M.S.

M.S.

Jul 17

Aug 17

M.S.

Sep 17

Oct 17

Nov 17

Dec 17

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

M.S.

Average
2017
M.S.

Others

8,0%

8,3%

8,4%

8,4%

8,3%

8,5%

7,6%

7,9%

8,4%

8,2%

8,1%

7,5%

8,1%

Alliance

27,3%

27,5%

27,0%

27,1%

26,7%

26,0%

26,0%

26,2%

25,8%

25,9%

25,5%

27,6%

26,5%

Cooprofar

13,0%

12,2%

12,6%

12,5%

12,8%

12,6%

12,9%

13,2%

12,8%

13,0%

12,6%

13,0%

12,8%

Empifarma

4,8%

4,7%

4,4%

4,9%

4,8%

5,0%

6,0%

5,1%

5,2%

5,3%

5,5%

4,5%

5,0%

B&R

8,4%

8,2%

8,2%

8,0%

8,3%

8,1%

8,1%

7,5%

7,9%

8,0%

8,0%

8,0%

8,1%

OCP

23,0%

22,8%

22,9%

22,9%

22,9%

23,3%

23,4%

23,2%

23,5%

22,8%

23,5%

22,9%

23,1%

Plural

8,7%

9,1%

9,2%

9,0%

9,3%

9,4%

9,0%

9,6%

9,3%

9,6%

9,5%

9,4%

9,3%

Udifar II

6,9%

7,3%

7,2%

7,1%

7,0%

7,1%

7,1%

7,3%

7,1%

7,2%

7,2%

7,1%

7,1%

Table 2 Drug Storekeepers Market Share in 2017 in Portugal - IMS December 2017, Market Flash

The geographical area with the highest penetration of Udifar II is the southern part of
Portugal. Considering the IMS data of December 2017, Beja, Évora, Faro, Portalegre, Lisboa and
Setúbal are the districts in which Udifar II has the highest penetration (i.e. with a market share
above 10%) (Figure 10).

Market Share
30,0%
25,0%
20,0%
15,0%
10,0%
5,0%

Viseu

Vila Real

Viana do Castelo

Setúbal

Santarém

Açores

Porto

Madeira

Lisboa

Portalegre

Leiria

Faro

Guarda

Évora

Coimbra

Bragança

Castelo Branco

Braga

Beja

Aveiro

0,0%

Figure 10 Udifar II Market Share in Portugal - IMS

The business model is based on a sales margin, with the price for prescription drugs
defined by the state, regardless of volume and the location of the final customer. That is why it is
fundamental to ensure a rationalisation and optimisation of the whole process of storage and
distribution.
Udifar II has 2 distribution centres located in Cacém (Lisbon) and Guia (Algarve), and 4
cross-docking platforms in Porto, Albergaria, Coimbra and Leiria, employing around 160
employees. Currently it guarantees the supply of pharmacies through 3 regular daily deliveries,
making also exceptional deliveries in cases of justified urgency.
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The warehouse of Udifar II, which is the focus of this dissertation, is located at AgualvaCacém and has an area of 6.000 m2 (Figure 11). There are five major operations taking place in
this warehouse sequentially: reception of merchandise, storage, order picking, control and
shipment. All these operations have to be executed efficiently, driven by the need to achieve an
appropriate quality of service. To achieve this, Udifar II receives requests of products, guarantees
that the products are available in the warehouse and prepares the products for shipment in time
for delivery. If they are not capable of executing the loading in time or do not have the required
products, the company may be jeopardising a client relationship. In what follows, Udifar II internal
activities are briefly described and explained.

Warehouse areas:
Area 1 – Reception of merchandise
Area 2 –Storage
Area 3 – Automatic Picking
Area 4 – Semi-automatic Picking
Area 5 – Inverse Picking
Area 6 – Manual Picking
Area 7 - Control

Area 8 - Shipment

Figure 11 Udifar II Distribution Centre layout, Lisbon
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Reception of Merchandise
All the activities related to the reception of merchandise occur at area number 1
(Figure 11). Udifar II receives merchandise from their suppliers, which is monitored and checked
up in one of 12 stands. There are about 30 to 40 supplier deliveries per day and usually 15
employees work in this area. To confirm the reception of the merchandise, the workers use a
gadget with a bar code reader and a touch screen. First, they read the bar code on the delivery
paper, which contains all the products Udifar II requested to the supplier. Secondly, the product
bar code is read, the amount of the product appears on the screen as well as the batch number
that contains the expiration date. This process can be seen in Figure 12. Thirdly, the worker
checks if there is a match between the information provided by the batch information and the
product received. If so, a sticker is attached to the product, representing the place where the
product is going to be stored. This procedure is repeated until all products are inspected and
monitored.

Figure 12 Reception Process

Storage
In the storage task, operators have the responsibility of transporting the products to the
respective storage area. The storage information is provided by the sticker attached to the
products. The products are mainly kept in area 2 (Figure 11), which is composed by six aisles
with three floors and is strictly for storage (Figure 13). From this stage, the products are then
guided to the respective picking areas. Other products may also be stored in area 5, Automated
Storage and Retrieval System, which is composed by 16.000 stock keeping unit (SKU). Area 2
serves as replenishment support for areas 4-6 that represents the picking areas. This activity is
performed during off-picking hours.
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Figure 13 Udifar II Storage Area

Order Picking
In the order picking activity, the preparation and gathering of the products requested by
clients is performed. It is important for Udifar II to ensure a good service level, thus flexibility is
needed, since the company accepts orders up to half an hour before the deliveries start. To face
this challenge, the company has four types of picking to the different products: automatic picking,
semi-automatic picking, manual picking and inverse picking.
The warehouse has conveyors throughout, which enable the transportation of tubs (object
were the products are gathered in the picking task) to all the required places for the order picking.
The way the picking process works is as follows: firstly, there are stacks of tubs with code bars in
the beginning of the conveyors that are automatically pulled to initiate the picking; secondly, the
tub which was pulled goes through a sensor that associates an order to the code bar and develops
its route; thirdly, the tubs travel through all the necessary points in the warehouse and finishes in
the control area.
The automatic picking is fully automatic and the products placed in this picking system
are the most requested by clients. Udifar II has three treadmills (area 3, Figure 11), with channels
on both sides (Figure 14). The products are stored vertically on each channel and then are ejected
to the treadmill, which drives the products to the tub, waiting in the conveyor. Parallel to the
channels, we can find stands which contain the same products in the channels. The purpose is
to execute fast replenishment in case of low stock in the channels. The operators in this area
have the mission of re-stocking the channels when they reach 20% of the original capacity. Even
though this is a very expensive system it is highly efficient and allows a high turnover of Udifar
II’s products.
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Figure 14 Automatic Picking System

Semi-automatic picking (area 4, Figure 11) focuses on products that are highly requested
but in low quantities, meaning that the product turnover is not enough to justify the use of
automatic devices. Udifar II uses zone picking and sequential picking where each operator works
in its assigned area. The sequence of tasks in this section are: the tubs arrive through the treadmill
and then the operator reads the bar code, picks the product of the respective section and presses
the bottom “conclusion”, so that the tub moves to the next area. There is an aisle dedicated for
this order picking, where on one side is the treadmill with the tubs and on the other products.
Usually there are two to five operators working in this area.
Manual Picking is dedicated to fragile and delicate products. It is performed in zone 6
(Figure 11) which is composed by an aisle, where four operators work in picking zone and
sequential picking strategies, and a cold room for some specific products, where only one
operator executes picking.
Inverse Picking (area 5, Figure 11) is a type of part to picker (opposed to the others that
are picker to part), meaning that all the requested items are brought to the picker instead of the
picker walking to the items. There are two treadmills, the bottom one is where the picking tubs
arrive and the top one has the stored items. With this, the operator only needs to allocate the right
number of products from the top treadmill to the bottom one. The system relies on an Automated
Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) that has a capacity for 16.000 SKU. This system stores
products that are not often requested, so this is an efficient way of gathering all these types of
products, instead of picker to part systems. Usually there are two operators working in the inverse
picking.
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Control
The control activity takes place in area 7 (Figure 11) and controls tubs after passing
through the picking operation. There are four operators completing the picking regarding
disruption in the automatic picking or they can control some tubs for comprehension of possible
failures. For example, if the Algarve zone requests are not being successfully satisfied, the system
can filter all the Algarve tubs to be checked up and evaluated.

Shipment
In this activity, all the tubs, with the respective requested materials, arrive to area 8
(Figure 11) and are then organised, by their delivery location and truck pier. This organisation is
done automatically through the treadmills. It is the final operation performed in the warehouse
and it is very important to avoid misplacing any tub, to guarantee the service level. The truck
loading is executed by Dilofar, so Udifar II is not responsible for this task. However, it is Udifar II
that manages the results of this activity, whether the activity is well or badly performed. Area 8
consists of seven piers for trucks that have different channels corresponding to tubs destinations.
The workers have around thirty minutes to prepare the tubs for shipment.
To sum up, the warehouse operations are a sequential process, making the activities
dependable of their precedents. The tubs pass only through the required areas, whether it is just
one area or all of them. There are four distinct types of products depending on their turnover or
fragility (the areas relate to Figure 11): 1) the high turnover products are located in area 3 for
automatic picking, 2) the medium turnover products are located in area 4 for semi-automatic
picking, 3) the low turnover products are located in the inverse picking area, and 4) fragile
products are situated in area 6. This warehouse is constantly in execution and works at full
capacity.

2.4. Characterization of the Problem
The analysis of the internal logistics of the Udifar II’s warehouse (through listening several
employees and the actual observation of the modus operandi) allowed the identification of four
limitations and inefficiencies. These limitations reduce the quality of service and increase the time
needed for shipment preparation.
First, there is a problem on detecting which tubs are usable in the picking process. The
tubs are reused, so when they arrive at the warehouse they can sometimes be wet or contain
some garbage and, even so, be directly placed into the treadmill. If these flaws are not detected,
these tubs may result on an unsatisfied or lost client. This has potentially drastic consequences.
Second, there are several operations that are inefficient due to the informatic system. For
example, in the replenishment of the automatic picking, the operator is only able to see one order
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at a time, since the complete list can only be seen by the informatic personnel. In addition, the list
is sorted by a first-come-first-served (FCFS) policy, and a better sequence to execute orders in
terms of time or travel distance is not considered. This inefficiency may delay the order picking
by several minutes, becoming a serious problem for Udifar II as well as increasing the tiredness
of pickers.
Third, there are no physical signals related to channels disruption of the picking
replenishment. This implies that the operators that are replenishing the channels cannot visualise
which ones have products under 20% of stock. Concerning the manual picking and semiautomatic picking there are no physical signals whatsoever. The consequences is that the
operators must spend more time looking up for the requested products.
Finally, Udifar II accepts product requests until thirty minutes before the delivery truck
starts its tour. This forces the warehouse processes to be efficient and fast. However, some
requests are not picked up in time, meaning that client requests are not able to be satisfied.
After a meeting with Udifar’s Head of Logistic, it was clear that the priority area of
improvement is the replenishment of automatic picking. A possibility is to apply an algorithm that
processes the known information about the automatic feeders to be replenished and creates an
ordered list of them, defining a path as small as possible, so that operators can perform all
replenishments rationally. By doing so, the company believes that the outcomes may be very
rewarding in terms of service level and flexibility within the picking process.

2.5 Conclusions
The drug supply chain has a considerable weight in the Portuguese economy and in the wellbeing
style life of the population. Within this market, Udifar II occupies a good position, being one of the
companies that holds a significant market share. In addition, Udifar II presents complex and
automatic internal logistics with the objective of meeting the need for a quick response to
customers. Furthermore, the improvement areas from Udifar II internal activities are identified
from which one is identified as being the focus of this dissertation: Improving the replenishment
of the automatic picking, to decrease the amount of time spent in this activity.
In the next chapter, a literature review is presented to better understand the functioning
of the distribution centres, how they operate internally and what improvements have been made
to upgrade performances related to the order picking completion time.
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3- State of the art
The state of the art intends to analyse scientific papers and researches related with DCs
and order picking, to understand mechanisms and procedures introduced in similar problems to
this case. This chapter starts by presenting the basic features and operations in a DC and then
all the problems related to order picking operations and their solutions. Section 3.1 describes DCs
operations, activities and objectives. Order picking is discussed in section 3.2, relating its
principles with technology evolution. Furthermore, in section 3.3, several methods and
approaches related to picking optimisation are described: Traveling Salesman Problem and
Steiner Traveling Salesman Problem (3.3.1), Single Picking Routing Problem (3.3.2), Sequential
Zone Picking (3.3.3), Order Batching Problem (3.3.4), Inverse Picking (3.3.5), Simultaneous
Solution (3.3.6), and Dynamic Picking (3.3.7). Section 3.4 focuses on simulation. Finally, section
3.5 concludes this chapter.

3.1- Distribution Centres
Nowadays, given the expansion of retail networks, most retailers require transportation
and balance of goods executed by vendors. However, such services cannot be performed by
most suppliers. Only 40% of suppliers follow the agreement in their contract when delivering
merchandise (Johnson et al, 1999). A solution proposed by many experts is the use of centralised
flows by installing DC, which tries to guarantee the delivery of the exact amount needed by the
costumers (Hadjinsky, 2013).
A DC is a warehouse that is specifically designed for this purpose, since tactical changes
may be very expensive and problematic after construction, with the objective of accumulation and
distribution of final products. According to Baker (2008), a DC holds the key role of gathering
materials from different suppliers and executing value added activities to fulfil the customer needs
and high service levels. To obtain a good balance and equilibrium between supply and demand,
quick response via automation (Henn et al, 2013) and reliable transportation is required (Baker
et al, 2007). On these facilities, there are four main processes in action (Gu et al, 2007):
•

Inbound transportation - transportation of the products from manufacturers to DCs. The
number of shipments depends on sales forecasts to provide the minimum storage costs;

•

Warehousing - reception and storage in buffers and picking areas of the products (Bartholdi et al, 2011);

•

Order Picking - internal collection and preparation of products demanded by stores or
internal customers (De Koster et al, 2007);

•

Shipment - checking and transportation of the products to the stores.

Even though internal activities of different DCs are similar, they are affected by the
peculiarities of the distribution operations. For instance, type and quantity of products ordered,
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levels of inventory, general demand of a product and commercial channels (De Koster et al,
2007). Kuhn et al (2013) argue that these facilities tend to increase given its advantages as a very
important part in the supply chain, such as quick response to client demands.
In the next section, the process of order picking is described, due to its relation to the
problem detected in Udifar II.

3.2- Order Picking
This operation needs further attention, since it is the most time-consuming operation of
all the DC’s operation (Roodbergen et al, 2001). Order picking is the collection of products
requested by customers, and can be performed automatically or manually (Marchet et al, 2015).
It represents between 55-75% of all DC costs (Chiang et al, 2011). Thus, order picking
improvement is highly important, given that any improvement represents significant cost savings
and efficiency increase (De Koster et al, 2007).
Currently, with the emergence of the e-commerce, customer behaviour has changed
remarkably (McFarlane et al, 2016), since customers started to place orders at any hour and
wishes to receive their orders at a specific time (Lam et al, 2015). There is also the possibility of
customers cancelling their orders, which causes the supplier to deal with unexpected occurrences
(Gong et al, 2008). Therefore, through the improvement of order picking, the DC can reduce lead
time, improve responsiveness and, if the route upgraded is efficient, it can reduce order picking
travel time up to 35% according to De Koster et al (1999).
Usually, storage locations in DC or other types of warehouses have a layout that is
composed of aisles parallel to each other (Roodbergen, 2001). These aisles have shelves on
both sides, in which items are stored and picked from. There are also cross aisles, which enable
the operator to move between aisles. The section between two cross aisles is called block and
represents the area where order picking takes place. The total order picking time is composed by
four stages:
•

setup time, that represents the time needed for preparation of the tour that passes
through all the necessary products;

•

travel time between picking locations;

•

search time to identify the exact item to be picked;

•

pick time that represents the time of gathering the item from its storage place.
Of these stages, the travel time consumes the biggest portion of the order picking time

(Tompkins et al, 2010).
There are several methods regarding the improvement of order picking, for instance,
heuristics and algorithms. Gong et al (2008) propose a Static Order Picking (SOP) that requires
batch formation (grouping) of client requests to develop pick-lists. Nevertheless, the authors
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argue that it is not the best procedure given the rising number of order instead, they recommend
Dynamic Order Picking (DOP) systems that can change throughout the picking process. DOP is
always updating picking information which enables the warehouse to be easily managed given
any unexpected circumstance. Although the proposed procedure is expected to improve the
pickers travel efficiency, it is based on a heuristic (eventually non-optimal) solution that limits the
picking-list depending of the operator position (Davarzani et al, 2015).
The optimization of the order picking process is based on two approaches (Gu et al,
2010):
•

Storage optimization: Organizes the products storage, making the picking process faster.
Recent problems with this approach relate with the handling of the dynamic demand
(Manzini et al, 2015);

•

Picking optimization: Improves the order picking process, by batching (group together)
orders in pick list, routes for pickers to reduce their length tours, determining the best
system for sorting tasks and implementing the best picking system (Davarzani et al,
2015).
After completing the order picking overview, the next section focuses on order picking

methods that have helped improving and increasing the efficiency of this process.

3.3- Picking Optimisation Methods
This section explains different methods of order picking. Firstly, it is described the
Traveling Salesman Problem, which is the basis of the picker route improvement. Afterwards,
other processes and methods for order picking optimization are described and characterized. The
objective of this section is to understand existent and useful methods, and to facilitate the
development of a solution for the Udifar II case.

3.3.1- Traveling Salesman Problem and Steiner Traveling Salesman Problem
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a combinatorial optimisation problem (Pereira
et al, 2018) and is extensively studied in the operational research community (Sun et al, 2018).
In the TSP, given a starting point and a set of cities, the traveling salesman must find a minimum
cost route that visits all the cities (Bernardino et al, 2017). The solution of a TSP represents a
Hamiltonian cycle, that is a route through all edges-weighted in a graph, in which the traveling
salesman visits each edge just once (Zhang et al, 2014). The edge weights are non-negative, and
usually represent travelling cost or travelling time between a pair of points (cities to be visited).
However, there are cases that do not have the requirement of visiting all vertices of the
graph (cities) by the salesman. This type of TSP is called Steiner Traveling Salesman Problem
(STSP) and can also be used for rectangular routes (De Koster et al, 2007), usually used in
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Ratliff et al (1983) investigate STSP for order picking in a rectangular warehouse, presenting a
linear time algorithm. De Koster et al (2007) study several cases of STSP through surveys.
Letchford et al (2013) formulate a STSP and show that an integer programming solver can solve
these formulations very fast and with over 200 cities based on branch-and-bound.

3.3.2- Single Picking Routing Problem
The Single Picking Routing Problem (SPRP) is defined as the sequence that the items
should be picked to minimize the length travelled by the picker. SPRP can be understood as a
TSP, where vertices represent the depot (starting location) and the items locations in the pick-list.
As such, TSP principles can be used in this problem. Dantzig et al (1954) formulates the first
mathematical programming formulation for TSP, where binary decision variables represent
whether the edge is in the tour or not. However, the model requires an exponential number of
constraints (Gouveia et al, 2001), and more efficient compact formulations only needing a
polynomial number of variables and constraints are required. Examples of these compact
formulations are due to: Miller et al (1960); Gavish et al (1978) with a single-commodity flow
model; and Claus (1984) with a multi-commodity flow model. Afterwards, Burkard et al (1998)
explains that Steiner TSP can be used to formulate this problem.
Given the NP-hardness of these models, some heuristics known as routing strategies can
be used to obtain good feasible solutions (Roodbergen, 2001), such as S-Shape (Figure 15), the
return strategy (Figure 15) and largest gap strategy (Gu et al, 2007; Scholz et al, 2016). In the SShape strategy, the picker must enter and walkthrough to the end of an aisle, if at least one item
is required, and follow this procedure to all items. In the return strategy, pickers enter and leave
the aisle from the same cross aisle. In the largest gap strategy, the pickers go to the farthest
location and then return to the front aisle after the picking, and it outperforms the other heuristics
when the number of items in a pick-list is small (Peterson, 1999). Even though these heuristics
are simple and flexible to be used in all cases, most of the studies focus on the development of
algorithms to minimize the distance travelled (Scholz et al, 2016). For example, Theys et al (2010)
use an algorithm named Lin-Kenrnighan-Helsgaun (Helsgaun, 2000) and prove that the tour
length can be reduced by 48% when compared to S-Shaped heuristic.

Figure 15 S-Shape Strategy and Return Strategy, respectively. Source: Material Handling Forum
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3.3.3- Order Batching Problem
According to Wäscher (2004), Order Batching Problem (OBP) aims to minimise the total
length of picking tours by grouping the orders. The orders must then be assigned to batches while
determining the route for every batch that minimizes length and time, also known as minisum
objective. OBP depends on the warehouse layout and locations, and usually has a pick-up/deposit
point.
Choe (1991) discusses the batching principles. The reduction of travel time and distance,
as proximity batching and time window batching, respectively. To solve this problem, several
methods have been developed. Hall (1993) shows that a transversal strategy presents
satisfactory results if the number of picks per aisle is greater than 3.9.
Gibson et al (1992) study the following heuristics: four-dimensional space-filling curve,
sequential minimal distance, and First-Come-First-Served (FCFS). The authors conclude that
sequential minimal distance is the preferable one, for a ladder structure with aisle transversal and
batches with the maximum size of 50 products. This heuristic starts by defining the first order as
seed order and it is assigned to a batch; then the order with the closest distance is assigned to
the same batch. This process is repeated until all orders are assigned to batches.
Ruben et al (1999) study the OBP, but without a pick-up/deposit point, meaning that every
tour starts where the first order item is located and ends at the place of the last order instead of a
fixed start and end points. The authors explore several heuristics (Random Batching, First-fit
decreasing, First-fit envelope-based batching, First-fit-class based batching, and Sequential
minimal distance) and concluded that the First-fit-Envelope based batching present better results.
To use this algorithm, first an “envelope index” is calculated to each order considering the
minimum and maximum number of the aisle. The orders are sorted regardless of the number of
items each one contains. Then, with the orders sorted into a list, they are assigned to travels by
removing the orders in sequence and reallocating them to the lowest number batch with enough
capacity. If all the travels arranged do not provide the required capacity, a new travel is created
for that order. This heuristic is also characterised by focusing on minimising cross-aisle travel,
while not trying to match orders that have common aisles within their ranges.
Koster et al (1999) studied three batching heuristics: FCFS, seed and savings. The
savings algorithm involves the Clarke and Wright algorithm, routing vehicles from a central depot
to a set of locations points (Clarke et al, 1964). First, the savings are calculated for all pairs of
locations. Second, the pairs are listed in decreasing order of time saved. Then, the pair with the
highest saving is selected. After this, the pairs are combined to form a sequence, depending on
the capacity of the cart. Finally, the algorithm checks if any left pairs can be grouped together. Of
all these algorithms, the one developed by Clarke et al have the best performance for a ladder
structure.
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3.3.4- Sequential Zone Picking
The Sequential Zone Picking is an order picking system that was developed to improve
DCs performance (Frazelle et al, 1994). This system has been used in various DCs and has the
advantage of being easy to implement. Despite handling only one order at a time and having the
disadvantage of reducing the pick-rate of pickers, this procedure has the advantage of maintaining
order integrity throughout all the picking process (Petersen, 2000).
The aisles are divided into zones, and each zone has a storage rack and picker assigned,
which cannot work outside their assigned zone. The storage rack has cells where different SKUs
can be picked and, after all orders are picked on the respective zone, the load is pushed to next
one, making this a sequential process. After passing by all zones, the load is taken to the exit
area for the shipment preparation.
In this system there are two main rules: the first involves the pickers, who cannot leave
their assigned zones or enter other zones for the picking execution; the second rule is related to
the load, which must follow a fixed sequence route to travel through all the zones containing the
required SKUs. This means that the tote must pass throughout all zones, including the ones that
do not have the required SKUs. This strategy has some problems, such as workload balance
between zones (Brynzér et al, 1994). However, with a dynamic system, it is difficult to maintain
the workload balance between zones and it might result in congestion or vice-versa (Ho and Lin,
2017).

3.3.5- Inverse Picking
Inverse picking is a pick-to-part system that inverts the systems of order picking. In
traditional systems, the SKUs are stored in fixed positions and the pickers travel to the required
points.
The SKUs are delivered successively by a conveyer system that is connected to an
automated storage and retrieval system. This system can be a crane-operated high bay rack
(Boysen and Stephan, 2016; Roodbergen et al, 2009) or a carousel system (Litvok et al, 2010).
The SKUs arrive in bins through a conveyer that connects the ASRS to the picking zone. In
addition, there are shelves along the main conveyer, where the customer bin arrives. Then, the
operator only needs to reallocate the products to the customer bins. Often, this process is done
with the help of Light Emiting Diode (LED) displays, indicating not only the bin but also the
quantity, making inverse picking also called “Put-to Light” system (Hompel et al, 2007). Once all
customer bins are supplied, the SKUs return to the ASRS and the picker resumes the task to
another SKU. When all customer bins are satisfied, the bins are taken out of this system and the
shelves are taken over by other customer bins. The reset of bins can be done manually or
automatically, depending on the systems.
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For a better system performance, it is advised that all customer bins, that require the
same product, to be sequenced on the shelves (Füßler et al, 2017). Otherwise, the same SKU
might be required several times, increasing picking time. However, a customer bin requires
multiples SKUs, and the capacity of active customer bins on the shelves is low, so the customer
batch synchronization with the SKUs sequence becomes an optimisation problem.
Inverse picking is an attractive solution when:
- SKUs and order quantities are low, because it reduces the space required for the
customer bins and consequently decreases the picker tour;
- Each SKU is required several times, suggesting that slow-moving products or large
products should not be used.
These features suggest that inverse picking is well suited for highly diversified demand.
This system is usually applied in DCs and retail stores and can be a good response to ecommerce (Hompel et al, 2007). On the other hand, it may not be the best option for the retail
with homogeneous demand. In the fashion industry, this system is also used to deliver goods in
DCs.
Gudehus et al (2012), Richards (2014) and Hompel et al (2007) also describe inverse
picking setup and discuss its advantages and when to apply it.

3.3.6- Simultaneous Solutions
The problems regarding order picking improvement such as batching, assignment,
sequencing and routing are interrelated (Scholz et al, 2017). Integrating all these problems or
even some of them may be very complex. The algorithms to solve these simultaneous problems
consider all the sub-problems independently and, in the end, integrate all of them for a final
solution. This approach is described in the following paragraphs.
For the Batch Assignment and Sequencing Problem (BASP), the objective is to assign
the corresponding batches to pickers and sequence them for tardiness minimisation (delay).
Pinedo (2016) describes a special case of BASP by comparing Parallel Machine Scheduling with
the set of batches/jobs to be assigned to order pickers/machines and sequence them to minimize
tardiness. It was used for single customer order per batch or customer orders with identical due
dates.
Henn (2015) integrates OBP with BASP, originating a Joint Order Batching, Assignment
and Sequencing Problem (JOBASP). The author develops a Variable Neighbourhood Descent
(VND) and a Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) method to solve this integrated problem.
Customer orders are batched and sequenced depending on their due dates and the batches are
assigned to the picker with the smallest total processing time. The VNS algorithm requires about
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25 minutes and reduces 41% the total tardiness, while VND only requires 30 seconds and reduces
overall tardiness by 39%.
Tsai et al (2008) solve a Joint Order Batching, Assignment Sequencing and Routing
Problem (JOBASRP) by a genetic algorithm that minimizes total tardiness, total earliness and
total tour length. Lam et al (2015) also propose a genetic algorithm to solve a JOBASP, which
considers the batching and sequencing separately, and after this, by means of an ant colony
algorithm, solves the existing routing problems. However, in both studies, they only consider a
single picker available and a maximum of eight orders.

3.3.7- Dynamic Picking Problem
Given the introduction of new sales channels, such as e-commerce, customers can order
instantly from a computer or an application (Tompkins, 2010). With this new business model,
customers tend to order more often and in smaller quantities, forcing companies to be more
flexible and accepting, more frequently, late orders for tighter delivery time windows.
Consequently, available time for picking becomes smaller and fast response ability becomes vital
(Otto et al, 2000).
Traditionally, orders are known at the beginning of picking activities, making the next step
batching these orders. However, it is time consuming and is not enough to keep up with the
increasing number of orders and decreasing lead time (Gong et al, 2008). To deal with fast
response times during picking, dynamic order picking systems are a good solution since they
allow pick-list changes during picking execution (Lu et al, 2016). These systems are also good for
solving problems like the arrival of urgent orders and to detect inconsistencies between requested
orders and the items picked. Such systems constantly update information regarding new orders
and information about the status of the warehouse.
Gong et al (2008) propose a dynamic system to address this problem, but only manages
to solve it through a heuristic that limits the assignment of orders depending on the picker’s
location. They also suggest that an improvement in determining a new and better picking route
would mean a significant improvement in performance.
To address this problem, Lu et al (2015) develop an Interventionist Routing Algorithm
(IRA). This algorithm calculates the minimal distance route that the picker must travel, even after
receiving new information, regarding new requests during the picking process. The authors
compare this new algorithm with the static optimal algorithm (STSP) and with a dynamic heuristic,
in terms of completion time and average travel distance per order. With the emergence of modern
technologies that can process information in real time, the ability to dynamically change the pick
list became possible. Thus, the picker can be informed of orders before finishing the tour. This
algorithm allows the decentralization of the depot point, comparing with the static models,
meaning that the picker can finish the tour at a point different from the initial one; and allows the
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pick-list update to be independent of the picker position, while other dynamic methods only update
at the head of an aisle (De Koster et al, 1998). It takes, on average, about 7 milliseconds (tested
in a simulation in a warehouse with 10 corridors), which makes IRA a very interesting solution,
and with all results, the authors show that the IRA outperforms the static and heuristic dynamic
algorithms.
Zhang et al (2017) mention that on-line batching solutions are required to improve
efficiency and customer service level. The authors study the on-line batching and sequencing
problem for multiple pickers which integrates the normal OBP and sequencing problem. However,
because it is an on-line problem, it is necessary to determine the decisions points for batching
and the sequences to be assigned to pickers. In other words, this problem intends to answer the
following questions: when should the orders be grouped into batches?; which orders should be
grouped together?; and how are the batches assigned to pickers?. The objective is to minimise
turnover time, which is the maximum completion time of an order. To solve the on-line OBP, time
window batching is the most popular solution and it is divided into fixed time window batching
(FTWB) and variable time window batching (VTWB) (Zhang et al, 2016). The authors propose the
use of FTWB with three order arrival situations, peak, normal and off-peak, while the assignment
rules are solved by heuristics.

3.3.8- Simulation
To investigate and study the different strategies of order picking improvement, it is
necessary to analyse their outcomes before they are implemented, regardless of what previous
studies may conclude. Simulation is a methodology often used with this aim.
Simulation is useful to analyse virtually real-life problems by helping to determine the
combinations of factors that provide the most efficient order picking performance (Chan and Chan,
2011). These models allow a detailed representation of the order picking operations and are used
for a variety of studies. Bartholdi et al (2001) use simulation for a comparison between stochastic
work content and deterministic work content. Bratcu et al (2009) use simulation to study bucket
brigades under finite walk-back velocity scenarios. Munoz et al (2002) develop a simulation model
to analyse worker learning behaviour and turnover rates in assembly lines.

3.4- Conclusions
The literature review shows that DCs are very important in supply chains. The DCs are
composed of 4 activities: reception, storage, order picking and shipment. Order picking is the
highest time-consuming operation. Over time, researchers have been working on the order
picking topic to find strategies that can reduce the time associated with this activity to achieve
time savings that will translate into economic gains. The strategies go through improving the
internal routes of the operators, by optimizing the order grouping and its sequence.
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Two methods stand out: VNS and IRA, due to the rapid processing of information related
to customer requests, which allows them to be used regarding dynamic changes.
Since the activities of a DC implies constant and permanent change (new orders, different
quantities, cancellation of orders, need to replenish automatic picking, etc.), it is essential that the
solutions that are proposed are adapted to this environment, which is why it is considered that
the method IRA can be used in the next phase in the dissertation.
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4- Methodology
To address the problem identified in chapter 2, an efficient algorithm based on the
literature - IRA - is presented in this chapter, describing all its characteristics, its assumptions and
the steps associated with its application, ending with an example. Section 4.1 gives an overall
introducing to the algorithm, and sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 presents the notations and definitions
that underlie the application of the algorithm. Section 4.2 describes the steps of the algorithm,
and in section 4.3 the algorithm is illustrated through a simple case. In section 4.4 the algorithm
is extended for a case of multi-pickers. Finally, in section 4.5 chapter conclusions are presented.

4.1- IRA
As highlighted in chapters 2 and 3, the problem address in this dissertation is on the
picker’s route regarding the manual replenishment of the automatic picking. To solve this problem,
it is used an algorithm for the routing optimisation in order picking, IRA (Lu et al, 2016). It considers
that the warehouses, to which it applies, are rectangular and have parallel aisles, all of equal
length. The pickers move along the aisles equipped with a device (tablet, electronic clock, etc.),
which enables the visualization of the client’s orders. Aisles can be travelled in both forward and
backwords directions and there can be changes of direction within an aisle (i.e., the picker does
not have to fully traverse the aisle). This algorithm was initially proposed by Lu et al (2016) for a
single picker working in a one block warehouse, meaning that there are 2 cross-aisles that allow
the passage from one aisle to the other. IRA is based on a manual order picking system, in which
the picker is guided by a list of orders. The operator starts the operation at any point of the
warehouse, and then starts the process of fulfilling the orders that are in the list, and after all
orders have been completed, the picker returns to a depot point. The list is built according to the
orders, which can be received dynamically before or after the picker begins its tour, since not all
orders are known at the beginning of the tour. In practice, the list of orders can be updated during
the picker tour to meet new order more efficiently. To sum up, the question that is intended to be
answered is: "Given a list of storage locations that have to be visited and an arbitrary starting
position of the picker, what is the route that minimizes the total distance between all points?" (Lu
et al, 2016).

4.1.1- Notation
The following notation is used in the algorithm:
•

G: matrix with binary values, that registers all the warehouse points and the SKU that
needs to be attended.

•

m: number of the items to be picked.

•

n: number of aisles in the warehouse.

•

i: index for the requested item.
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•

v: a location in the warehouse, where vi represents the storage locations for each requested item (with I = 1, 2, …, m), v0 represents the depot, and vp represents the location
of the picker.

•

j: index for an aisle.

•

p: index for the aisle the picker is currently located at.

•

d: index for the aisle of the depot.

•

f: index for the first pick-aisle.

•

r: index for the last pick aisle

•

aj - back (top) bj - front (bottom), endpoints of each aisle.

•

Aj: subpart of G which only consists of aj and bj, and all SKU’s within the aisle j.

•

Lj: Partial Route Subpart including aisles 1, …, j. It consists of two parts, L j- and Lj+. The
former includes endpoint vertices aj and bj together with everything to the left of aj and bj.
The latter includes endpoint aj and bj and all vertices vi, within aisle j, together with everything to the left of aj and bj, Lj+ = Lj- U Aj (Figure 16).

Figure 16 Partial Route Subpart- Lu et al, 2016

In this algorithm, the warehouse and pick locations are modulated in a binary matrix. The
letter m indicates the number of items to be picked and n the number or aisles. Then, it is possible
to associate vertices vi, i = 1, ..., m, to the storage item locations and the points aj and bj, j = 1, ...,
n, representing respectively the top and bottom of each aisle. G is then the matrix that represents
the layout of the warehouse, including the SKU and pick locations.
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4.1.2- Definitions
•

Route Subpart: denoted as L, refers to a possible order picking route that is a subpart in
the warehouse matrix G, which includes at least once the points vi for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., m.
The shortest order picking route is a route subpart with minimum length.

•

Partial Route Subpart (PRS): for any Route Subpart L ⊂ G, it is denoted Lj ⊂ L for j = 1,
2,..., n, that consists of all the points (vi with i = 1, 2,..., m) and aisle endpoints (aj and bj
with j = 1, 2,..., n,) to the left of aisle j in G, such that the minimum length route subpart is
obtained by exhaustive searches of all the possible combinations of PRS.

•

Equivalence class for PRS: Each possible combination of PRS Lj (for j = 1, 2, ..., n) is
classified based on the triple of degree parity of aj, degree parity of bj, and connectivity of
the PRS. The possible degree parities can be zero (0), uneven (U) or even (E), and the
connectivity is categorised as 0, 1 or 2 components (denoted as 0C, 1C or 2C respectively).

To solve this routing problem, the IRA considers the following criteria:
•

Interruptibility: the possibility of being able to readjust the picker route, when a new order
is added to the existing pick list and when the picker has already started the route. This
criterion implies that the picker can start at an arbitrary position of the graph, but continues
go through all points, ending in the depot;

•

Optimization: the result obtained should be as little as possible;

•

Complexity: computer processing time is polynomial and linear to the number of pickers;

•

Centralised depositing: the order picker starts and ends the pick cycle in the depot point,
which is determined and predefined at the beginning of the algorithm.

Considering these four criteria, and to determine the shortest path in the picker route
within all PRS combinations of each aisle this algorithm is based on the optimization algorithm
proposed by Ratliff et al. (1983). However, Ratliff et al's algorithm do not consider the
interruptibility criterion, so Lu et al (2016) modified the algorithm so that the picker can start at
any point in the warehouse. To do this, the following extensions have been added to the initial
algorithm:
•

Allow starting location of the picker to be inside the aisle: which consequently led to new
arc configurations between the vertices, for a picker to be able to exit an aisle and led to
new algorithm initiation procedures;

•

Enter the new traveling area, One Way (OW): there are 2 types of traveling areas, OW
and Round-Trip (RT), which are defined according to the position of the picker relative to
the location of the depot and other items;
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•

Add new PRS equivalence classes: 7 new PRS equivalence classes have been added,
in which 6 of them are proposed for the new traveling area, OW, and the rest for RT;

•

Add new route construction tables: 5 new route construction tables were developed to
deal with new travelling areas and PRS equivalences, and 2 new tables by Ratliff et al
(1983) were modified.

The bullet points above mention the travelling areas, which are related to starting point of
the route and the location of the depot. The travelling areas are defined as:
•

OW- is an area where the picker travels only one way between corridors. If the total number of arcs in adjacent cross-aisles in any PRS is odd, then the area between these 2
runners is OW;

•

RT- is an area in which the picker moves in cross-aisles in both directions. If the total
number of arcs, in the cross-aisles, in any PRS between two adjacent runners is even,
then the area between these runners is an RT.

These travelling areas are assigned to aisles according to their relationship to the v p and
depot locations. It also implies that the equivalence classes, defined in section 4.1.2, are related
to the travelling areas and some equivalences can only be used in one travelling area. In the OW,
the picker only passes through aisle j once, and its possible equivalences are: (U, 0.1C,), (0, U,
1C), (E, U, 2C), (U, E, 1C) and (U, E, 2C). For example (U, E, 1C) means that PRS has an uneven
degree parity in aj, even parity in bj and connectivity of 1 component. In RT, the picker pass
through the corridor twice and its possible equivalences are: (U, U, 1C), (U, U, 2C), (0, E, 1C),
(E, 0,1C), (E, E, 1C) and (E, E, 2C).
The configuration of the arcs for the entry and exit of the picker in a certain aisle, or
between 2 adjacent corridors is another subject considered in IRA. In route configuration, a route
with the minimum path cannot have more than two arcs between 2 vertices (Ratliff et al, 1983).
Therefore, there are 6 possible arc configurations to enter an aisle and 4 to leave it (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 Picker's route possibilities for travelling inside an aisle- Lu et al, 2016

Following the same reasoning for cross-aisles connections, there can also be no more
than 2 arcs between 2 vertices. Since the connections between corridors may have to be even
(RT) or odd (OW), there are a total of 8 possible configurations (Figure 18).
After having all the arcs’ configurations identified, the 3 phases of the IRA are described
in the following section.

Figure 18 Picker's route possibilities for crossing aisles – Lu et al, 2016
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4.2- Algorithm Description
Given the definitions and notations presented in the previous section, it is now possible
to detail the algorithm. IRA consists of 3 steps: 1) initiation, 2) transitions, and 3) route
construction. After executing these steps, it is possible to establish the route with the minimal
distance travelled.
To begin with, it is necessary to build a binary matrix in which the depot, the location of
the picker and the required items are represented by “1”- initiation step the aisles are numbered
from left to right incrementally, with two exceptions: i) the picker is on the right side of the depot
or, ii) the picker is in the depot and there are no items on the left side. In both cases, the aisle
numbers are increasingly numbered from right to left.
When a new order is added to the pick list, the binary matrix is updated and a new route
is obtained. Routes are not optimized when a picker is crossing cross-aisles since these distances
are insignificant compared to that of a normal runner. Two situations may occur for the beginning
of a route construction regarding the location of the picker:
1. the picker is inside a pick-aisle;
2. the picker is at one of the endpoints (aj or bj) of an aisle.
In situation 1, in order to decide which endpoint the order-picker should exit the pick-aisle, the
algorithm: a) assumes that no item is requested from the current pick-aisle in question; b)
calculates the potential travel distances of leaving through either exit; c) determines the overall
travel distance in addition to the distance of travelling to the associated exit; d) chooses the exit
(endpoint) with the shortest overall travel distance and generate the associated routing. In
situation 1, the algorithm calculates the route as in situation 2, for the point aj and bj, then adds
the corridor exit distances. At the end, the route with the least sum of distances is chosen.
The second step is transitions, in which IRA calculates how the picker must travel through the
aisles and how to leave them. There are two types of transition: Lj-1+ for Lj- and Lj- for Lj +. In
the first transition (Lj-1), it is determined which of the 8 possible ways of the figure 18 can be
added to the equivalence class of Lj-1 + PRS. The value of the minimum distance PRS is obtained
by choosing the lowest value of the PRS of these classes, which is the combination with the
shortest distance.
•

If aisle j − 1 and j are both in RT area, and the OW area does not exist before aisle j − 1,
Table 2a applies.

•

If aisle j − 1 and j are both in RT area, and the OW area exists before aisle j − 1, Table
2b applies.

•

If aisle j − 1 is in RT area or j − 1 = f, and aisle j is in OW area, Table 3a or 3b applies if
the order-picker starts from endpoint a or b respectively.

•

If aisle j − 1 and j are both in OW area, Table 5 applies.

•

if aisle j − 1 is in OW area, and aisle j is in RT area, Table 6 applies.
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•

if aisle j − 1 is the depot aisle, and the picking route will start from the endpoint a (i.e.
the order-picker will start from the head of the depot aisle a), Table 2c applies.
In the second transition, it is determined which of the 6 possible ways of the figure 17 can

be added to the equivalence class of Lj- PRS in each of their equivalence classes.
•

If aisle j − 1 and j are both in RT area, and the OW area does not exist before aisle j − 1,
Table 1a applies.

•

If aisle j − 1 and j are both in RT area, and the OW area exists before aisle j − 1, Table
1b applies.

•

If aisle j − 1 is in RT area or j − 1 = f, and aisle j is in OW area, Table 4a or 4b applies if
the order-picker starts from endpoint a or b respectively.

•

If aisle j − 1 and j are both in OW area, Table 4c applies.

•

if aisle j − 1 is in OW area, and aisle j is in RT area, Table 1b applies.

•

if aisle j − 1 is the depot aisle, and the picking route will start from the endpoint a (i.e. the
order-picker will start from the head of the depot aisle a), Table 1c applies.

Table 3 IRA: Arc configurations for applying Table 1- Lu et al, 2015
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Table 4 IRA: Arc configurations for applying Table 2 in IRA- Lu et al, 2015

Table 5 IRA: Arc configurations for applying Table 3 in IRA- Lu et al, 2015
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Table 6 IRA: Arc configurations for applying Table 4 in IRA- Lu et al, 2015

Table 7 IRA: Arc configurations for applying Table 5 in IRA- Lu et al, 2015

Table 8 IRA: Arc configurations for applying Table 6 in IRA- Lu et al, 2015
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To understand which travelling areas associated to the aisles and which tables to apply,
Figure 19 represents a flow chart for the processes of the algorithm. The figure represents the
detail procedure of IRA after the construction of the binary matrix. Figures 20 and 21 represent
how the route constructions operate and how to use them. It is possible to see that there is one
procedure for the route construction in OW area and 3 route construction procedures for RT
areas, for different cases.

Figure 19 IRA’s flowchart- Lu et al, 2015
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Figure 20 Round Trip Route Constructions- Lu et al, 2015

Figure 21 One Way route construction- Lu et al, 2015
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The final step of the algorithm is the route construction. After the transitions step is
completed, a final table is achieved with different solutions that contain the final equivalence class
of the aisle, the total distance travelled, the route applied on that aisle and the predecessor
equivalence class. Then the route construction step is developed in two parts: the first one is to
sum the distance value travel by the picker to leave the first aisle, and the second is to choose
the minimum distance travelled of the table, that is a feasible solution. If the last aisle is in a RT
area, the feasible solutions are the ones that have the equivalence class: (E,0,1c), (0,E,1c) and
(E,E,1c); and if it is in a OW area: (0,U,1c) and (E,U,1c).
To obtain the final route travelled by the picker, it is chosen the minimum feasible
cumulative distance, and the previous routes and equivalences are traced back through the
predecessor equivalence. At the end of this process, it is possible to see the minimal route the
picker has to travel, from the aisle f to r.

4.3- Example
To enlighten IRA, an example is provided to illustrate the procedures as well as the
execution. As initial input, it is required a list of products to be visited and the corresponding binary
matrix, so the following example is used (Figures 22 and 23).

Figure 22 Example of Binary Matrix

Figure 23 Warehouse Layout and SKU
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Figures 22 and 23 show 6 aisles (columns), corresponding to the size of each vector, and
14 lines meaning that the length of the warehouse is 14 meters. There are 13 points of the
warehouse needed to be visited, represented by the number 1 in the binary matrix and by the
yellow dots in Figure 23. The picker is located at the point (8,3), represented by the red dot. The
blue dots represent all the remaining places of the warehouse, that do not need to be visited,
being represented in the matrix by value 0. The grey dots represent the endpoints of each aisle
(aj and bj). Furthermore, information about the depot location and the distance between aisles are
required. In this example they will have values of b4 and 2 meters, respectively.
The following procedure must be followed:
1. Represent the warehouse and locations in the binary matrix;
2. Use the flow chart in Figure 19 to determine the travelling areas, as well as the route
constructions;
3. Apply the route constructions for picker starting in aj and bj;
4. Add the distances of the picker leaving the original aisle;
5. Choose the minimum feasible solution;
6. Trace back the equivalences to discriminate the route.

Since all the required data is gathered, it is possible to execute IRA. From Figure 22, it
can be noted that the first part of this procedure was fulfilled.
For the second part, by analysing the flow chart, Figure 19, the route construction that is
going to be used consists in: RT route construction from j=1 to j=3; OW route construction from
j=3 to j=4; and RT_OW from j=4 to j=6. The way the route procedures operate is simple, and is
through the cross information of the construction tables:
•

Since this example is a situation 1 it is assumed that the picker leaves his first aisle at the
point b3 Start with jf, that matches with j1 in this example. Create the table below, with the
following columns: PRS equivalence class, distance travelled, route, predecessor PRS
equivalence class. This table is created by applying the first 5 arc configurations for a
picker to enter an aisle, Figure 17. The last column is filled with 0 since it is j f, meaning
that there no predecessors;
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predecessor PRS equivalence class

route
distance travelled
PRS equivalence class

Figure 24 Aisle 1 possibilities explained

•

Apply RT route construction from j1 to j3. Due to j1 being the jf, the route for this aisle was
calculated in the previous step, therefore step from j2 to j3 will be executed. There are
always two transitions in each aisle, as explained before: Lj-1 + for Lj - and Lj - for
Lj +. Thus, it is necessary to perform transition from j1 + to j2 -, j2 - to j2 +, j2 + to j3 - to j3 +.
For the execution of these transitions, it is necessary to use construction tables. Taking
as an example the transition from j 1 + to j2 -, one must use table 2a. The way the new
distance table is reached is consists in the routes of the new equivalences, in table 2a, to
their corresponding PRS equivalences. In other words, using as example the new equivalence of table 2a, (E, 0,1C), route VI of cross-aisles is calculated and sum to the distance
of its predecessors, in this case (E, 0,1C) and (E, E, 1C); i.e., route VI generates a distance of 4, to add to the distances of 28 and 30 ((E, 0,1C) and (E, E, 1C) respectively),
resulting in 32 and 34. Of these two values, the minimum is chosen and the distance table
is updated with the new equivalence within its distance, route and predecessor;

•

Apply the same principle to other route constructions;

•

Obtain the final distance results.
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Figure 25 Aisle 1 possibilities

Figure 26 Possibilities to enter aisle 2

Figure 28 Possibilities to enter aisle 3

Figure 30 Possibilities to enter aisle 4

Figure 27 Possibilities for aisle 2

Figure 29 Possibilities for aisle 3

Figure 31 Possibilities for aisle 4
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Figure 32 Possibilities to enter aisle 5

Figure 34 Possibilities to enter aisle 6

•

Figure 33 Possibilities for aisle 5

Figure 35 Possibilities for aisle 6

Add to the last distance table, the distance of the picker leaving his starter aisle, j 3:

Figure 36 Possibilities for aisle j3 where the picker start

•

Choose the minimal feasible distance: (E,E,1C) = 77 meters;

•

Same procedure for picker leaving his first aisle by the point a3. Final result is:
(E,E,1C)=91 meters;

•

Choose the minimal distance between leaving his first aisle by the point a3 or b3. In this
case it is more efficient b3.

•

Trace back all the routes used and draw route (Figure 24).
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Figure 37 IRA's final route

The example is explained in more detail in Appendix 1.

4.4- Multi-picker expansion
IRA is an algorithm designed for single picker systems. However, most warehouses
operate with multiple pickers, so this method must be expanded to handle these situations. The
best way to achieve this end is, upon the arrival of a new request, execute the algorithm on the
routes of all pickers. After the execution, if the final route is equal to the initial one, it means that
the picker would already go through this point and nothing changed either on the route or on the
total distance travelled. If distances are different, the decision-maker needs to decide to which
picker he wants to add the item. The most efficient solutions in this case are: 1) add the order to
the picker that has the smallest route, or 2) add the order to the picker that changes less its initial
route. This is a feasible and efficient procedure due to the small execution time of IRA.

4.5- Conclusions
This chapter describes IRA, the algorithm adopted for the case study. This algorithm is
implemented and results applied to the real-life case study are presented in the next chapter.
IRA was initially proposed by Ratliff et al (1983) and later expanded by Lu et al. (2016) to
handle dynamic situations IRA considers four criteria: interruptibility, optimisation, complexity, and
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centralised depositing. It assumes that in a route there can be two types of traveling areas, RT
and OW, in which the picker can pass twice or only once through the corridors during a route,
respectively. At the route level, there are 6 possibilities for the picker to enter an aisle, 4
possibilities to exit his initial aisle and 8 possibilities to change from aisle to aisle, Figures 17 and
18. Regarding the execution of the algorithm, it considers two situations for the initial position of
the picker: either the picker is located at the end point of an aisle or the picker is located in an
aisle. In the latter case the algorithm is executed twice, one leaving the end point aj and another
one for the end point bj.
IRA is a simple algorithm, built through a construction route that uses matching tables to
determine the best possible route. In the next chapter, the implementation of the algorithm in the
case of the company Udifar II is tested and results are analysed, in order to verify the plausibility
of this algorithm to be applied in Udifar II real context.
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5- Computational Experiments
This chapter aims to apply the IRA algorithm to the concrete case of Udifar II, in order to
verify if, in fact, it can contribute to improve the current process in the automatic picking
replenishment. To do this, 30 routes performed by pickers at Udifar II are tested with IRA.
Throughout this chapter, it is explained how the data was collected, as well as the assumptions
made in applying IRA to the company's warehouse. The chapter is structured in 4 parts: section
5.1 describes how Udifar II‘s data is gather, then Section 5.2 explains how IRA’s results were
obtain, so that in section 5.3 the comparison of results can be easily done. The chapter ends with
some conclusions in section 5.4.

5.1 – Data Collection
Is important to remember how automatic refilling of Udifar II works. The current system
generates routes through the FCFS system, which can imply large unnecessary travel. As
discussed in chapter 2 when there is a lack of product in automatic picking, the system detects
this need and signals it, in a refill list. The list is constructed considering only the order by which
each need is verified (FCFS). It is based on these lists that the required data was collected to
determine the actual routes.
The computational experiments are performed in 30 routes (Appendix 2) used by the
pickers in the automatic picking refuelling task which were randomly collected in the week of July
23rd to 27th, 2018, in a real operating context of Udifar II. Orders with 8 requests (average of
products per request) are used. These replenishment lists also allow for information on the order
of supply, thus allowing real-world road reconstruction to be carried out. In addition, in these
routes, the distance travelled between the pickers initial position to the first order is considered.

5.2- IRA Implementation
The algorithm is coded in Python using Jupyter Notebook. The arrangement of the Udifar
II automatic picking warehouse leads to the matrix below (Figure 38), where "0" represents the
possible SKUs and "1" represents the dispensers that need replenishment. In addition, it should
be noted that the distance between aisles is 4 meters. It was defined that the end-of-route point
of all routes is point b4 since it is an intermediate point (there are a total of 6 aisles) and therefore,
with good flexibility to start new routes, in case of new requests.
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Figure 38 Default Binary Matrix

The 30 orders, mentioned in the last section, are executed by IRA algorithm. In
appendix 3 the route taken by the picker and the route defined by the IRA algorithm for route 1 is
displayed for the sake of illustration.
Table 3 shows the results obtained, comparing the current solutions in Udifar II with the
ones obtained by the algorithm. The analysis of Table 3 is presented in section 5.3. This table
includes 6 columns:
1. Route index number of the sample considered (from 1 to 30);
2. The actual distance travelled, in meters by the picker;
3. The results of IRA algorithm, in meters;
4. IRA’s running time, in seconds;
5. The optimisation obtained using the route suggested by IRA, in meters versus the
actual distance travelled;
6. The optimisation obtained using the route suggested by IRA, in percentage.
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ROUTE

Udifar II
PICKERS TOUR
(m)

IRA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

130
116
147
149
153
182
155
137
137
160
128
189
164
161
142
154
152
169
173
156
142
142
185
156
157
103
181
188
157
182

TOUR
(m)
74
68
69
95
113
92
115
94
99
81
55
92
116
115
96
112
101
97
85
90
94
110
104
112
109
93
114
106
85
116

Average

154,9

96,7

SAVINGS

running TIME
(seconds)
1,6244
2,2309
2,4685
2,5306
2,1762
3,0672
3,0048
2,3813
2,8292
2,7816
1,7266
3,0400
2,8689
2,9908
3,4655
2,9100
2,0703
2,8079
3,1635
3,0206
2,9973
2,7914
1,5032
2,8192
2,7559
2,3596
3,0493
2,7544
3,1105
3,0180
2,6773

(m)

(%)

56
48
78
54
40
90
40
43
38
79
73
97
48
46
46
42
51
72
88
66
48
32
81
44
48
10
67
82
72
66

43,1
41,4
53,1
36,2
26,1
49,5
25,8
31,4
27,7
49,4
57,0
51,3
29,3
28,6
32,4
27,3
33,6
42,6
50,9
42,3
33,8
22,5
43,8
28,2
30,6
9,7
37,0
43,6
45,9
36,3

58,2

37,0

Table 9 Results of the computational experiments
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5.3- Discussion of Results
The distance average over the 30 instances is 154.9 meters (the minimum and maximum
distances recorded are 103 and 189 meters, respectively). Using the IRA algorithm to determine
the routes, it is possible to obtain a very significant difference in distance associated with each
route, and the average distance travelled was 96.7 meters, with a minimum and maximum of 55
and 116 meters, respectively. For the 30 routes the average distance travelled is 154.9 meters
(the minimum and maximum distances recorded are 103 and 189 meters, respectively). Using
the IRA algorithm to determine the routes, it is possible to obtain a very significant difference in
distance associated with each route, and the average distance travelled was 96.7 meters, with a
minimum and maximum of 55 and 116 meters, respectively. These results, for the samples
considered, lead to an average saving of 58.2 meters, which corresponds to 37%, relative to the
distances travelled by the pickers, which allows to conclude that the IRA algorithm is quite
effective in optimising routes. The large variations of the real sample distances versus the
calculated distances can be explained by the fact that Udifar II uses an FCFS system, which
means that the picker may have to cross the same aisles several times, leading to inefficiencies
in the task of replenishing the automatic picking system.
Regarding processing time, IRA took an average of 2.6773 seconds, on an i7 processor
with 12 gigabytes of memory, proving to be a fast, flexible and efficient algorithm. Although this
value is quite different from the execution time obtained by Lu et al. (2016), 7 milliseconds, it
remains quite reliable. This difference can be explained by a more efficient programming of the
algorithm. The efficiency of the implementation is not a concern in this work. And thus one can
conclude that IRA is a powerful algorithm to be implemented in this environments.
To sum up, with the implementation of IRA, Udifar II automatic picking replenishment
system would become much more efficient and effective, because with the current FCFS system,
the picker passes through each point at most twice and the routes are optimised based on the
totality of the requests for each list. IRA is a better algorithm for Udifar II, since it determines very
quickly each route and allows a better use of resources (the picker travels less distance,
consuming less time in the replenishment of each list). Implementing IRA translates in significant
gains, due to the high number of routes performed in this type of task, as well as increasing the
picker’s happiness and consequently improving the flexibility of this procedure. On the other hand,
the speed of calculation of the IRA makes it possible to make the replenishment system even
more dynamic and effective, since IRA makes it possible to recalculate routes. As an example, a
picker is walking the route assigned, but the system has detected a new material failure in a
certain location. Almost instantaneously, the picker's route can be recalculated - considering this
new need - and allowing the failure to be solved, together with the others, through the smallest
possible space, as soon as possible. This possibility is crucial because in situations where there
is no product available, it is necessary of manually complete the clients order. This procedure
results in loss of time, inefficient resource consumption and entropy throughout the process chain.
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Although the IRA algorithm has been applied in the specific case of Udifar II, it can also
be used in other similar environments, and it is expected that the results will be similar to those
obtained in the case of Udifar II.

5.4- Conclusions
This chapter tests IRA algorithm with real-world data obtained from the warehouse of
Udifar II - for which samples (actual routes) performed by the pickers were collected, regarding
the replenishment of automatic picking system. IRA algorithm was implemented in Phython with
the aim of determining the routes to be performed in Udifar II. Tests performed using 30 real
instances show that the routes obtained by IRA lead to significant improvements by reducing, on
average, the distance of each route by 58.2 meters which is equivalent to a 37% decrease. On
the other hand, the algorithm allows to calculate any route admitting any initial position of the
picker. This means that, in the course of a certain routes, if a new request arises, it is possible to
recalculate the optimal route accommodating the new need. Moreover, the average
computational time required by IRA is 2.7 seconds. These results show that the speed of IRA
allows its use in an on-line scenario to calculate routes with almost immediate results.
Thus, it is possible to conclude that IRA is a potential algorithm to be successfully applied
to the automatic picking replenishment problem at Udifar II.
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6-Conclusions
The health sector in Portugal is highly competitive and regulated, with tight sales margins
defined by the state, through specific legislation, leading in recent years to reformulation of the
sector to reduce costs associated with all the operations and processes involved throughout the
whole supply chain. The drug wholesalers are no exception to this reality and considering the
very high number of daily orders they must respond, any optimisation process results in significant
gains due to the scale effect.
This master's dissertation deals with the case of the drug distribution companies and
analyses Udifar II DC, regarding its operation. As a result of this analysis some processes are
identified that present problems or that show a margin of improvement. The replenishment of
automatic picking is selected, defining as the main objective of the master's dissertation to
improve its efficiency.
To better understand the importance of the subject addressed in this dissertation, the
pharmaceutical market in Portugal is analysed, the positioning of the company Udifar II in this
market and its operation. In relation to Udifar II, its internal operations are described: reception of
merchandise, storage, order picking and shipment; being also analysed the possible areas of
improvement of the company. The present dissertation focuses on the optimization of picker
routes in automatic picking replenishment.
A literature review related to this issue is carried out. It covers the themes of DC, order
picking and all the tools that can contribute to improve its performance. The IRA and VNS
algorithms stand out from the others analysed not only by the speed of execution but also by their
effectiveness. Because it is considered that the IRA algorithm is a powerful algorithm to be applied
in the case study, it is proposed for the automatic picking replenishment system of Agualva Cacém DC of Udifar II. IRA is implemented in Python and tested using real instances from Udifar
II. For each instance, a new route is defined to accommodate new orders received in the system
and the associated distances are determined. When comparing to the results using the current
policy of Udifar II, the results show an average reduction of the distances travelled of about 37%,
corresponding, on average, to a reduction of 58.2 meters in each route, a result that is considered
very significant. Moreover, the running time of the algorithm is between 2-3 seconds which shows
that is a good algorithm to be implemented in the company.
In view of the results, it can be stated that the current FCFS strategy in Udifar II is not the
most appropriate not only because it leads to longer travel distances in each route, but also
because it is static, not allowing, for example, the insertion of the most frequently requested
products.
The implementation of the algorithm in the Udifar II allows to increase the efficiency in the
automatic picking replenishment, reducing the distance travelled by the pickers and consequently
the time consumed by them in the execution of these routes, releasing resources that can be
more effectively used, increasing the productivity at the level of replenishment. On the other hand
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allowing also to incorporate a high degree of flexibility in this activity since new orders that arise
during the realization of a certain route can be considered immediately.
It should also be noted that the optimisation of the entire automatic picking replenishment
process also reduces the time in which the stock out of the automatic picking is active. It should
be recalled that, the operators who, at the end of the automatic picking line, check if the clients
request are complete, i.e., if they contain all the products in the order list, when they realize the
lack of some product they have to collect the missing product, which translates into process
entropy, inefficiency and loss of time. Thus, improving the efficiency of the automatic picking
replenishment process also reduces the number of incomplete client requests at the end of the
tour, allowing the process to take place more fluidly and with fewer stops and delays.
The present dissertation concludes that, despite the competitive environment in which
the Udifar II DC works, it is possible to achieve a significant optimisation in the automatic picking
replenishment process. Changing the current philosophy of FCFS for IRA‘s algorithm increase
the efficiency of the warehouse, enabling a better use of resources and cost reduction.
Since the situation analysed refers to a one-block store, it is recommended to future
studies to investigate the possibility of expanding IRA’s algorithm to warehouses that have more
than one block dimension. If the IRA's applicability to this hypothesis is confirmed, the IRA
algorithm can be used in most of the warehouses in the definition of routes.
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Appendix 1

4.3 – IRA Application - Example

Remember the example of section 4.3

The picker begin at (8,3) – Vp
The results of IRA were:
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Figure 26 Possibilities to enter aisle 2

Figure 28 Possibilities to enter aisle 3

Figure 30 Possibilities to enter aisle 4

Figure 32 Possibilities to enter aisle 5

Figure 27 Possibilities for aisle 2

Figure 29 Possibilities for aisle 3

Figure 31 Possibilities for aisle 4

Figure 33 Possibilities for aisle 5
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Figure 34 Possibilities to enter aisle 6

•

Figure 35 Possibilities for aisle 6

Add to the last distance table, the distance of the picker leaving his starter aisle, j3:

Figure 36 Possibilities for aisle j3 where the picker start

Choose the minimal feasible distance: (E,E,1C) = 77 meters and trace back all the routes used
and draw route.

predecessor PRS equivalence class

route
distance travelled
PRS equivalence class
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We obtain:
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We must use Figures 17 e 18 to define routes inside the aisles and for crossing aisles.

Figure 17 Picker's route possibilities for travelling inside an aisle- Lu et al, 2016
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Figure 18 Picker's route possibilities for crossing aisles – Lu et al, 2016

The next table explains how to design the final route according the IRA solution.
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IRA Results

Result

PRS
Final
equivalenc distance
e class
(m)

Route

Predecesso
distance
r PRS
(m)
equivalence

Route

Vp aisle

e,e,1c

77

1

u,u,2c

7

figure 17

Aisle 6

e,e,1c

70

1

u,u,2c

15

figure 17

Enter aisle 6

u,u,2c

55

5

u,u,2c

4

figure 18

Aisle 5

u,u,2c

51

4

u,u,2c

12

figure 17

Enter aisle 5

u,u,2c

39

5

u,e,2c

4

figure 18

Aisle 4

u,e,2c

35

3

u,0,1c

0

figure 17

Enter aisle 4

u,0,1c

35

1

u,u,1c

2

figure 18

Aisle 3

u,u,1c

33

6

u,u,1c

0

figure 17

Enter aisle 3

u,u,1c

33

5

u,u,1c

4

figure 18

Aisle 2

u,u,1c

29

2

u,u,1c

10

figure 17

Enter aisle 2

u,u,1c

19

5

u,u,1c

4

figure 18

Aisle 1

u,u,1c

15

1

-

15

figure 17
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Knowing the various intermediate sections it is possible to draw the final route:
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Appendix 2
Data Collection used in section 5.2- IRA Implementation

Route 1
vp=(14,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,3,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,0,6,0,0],[0,0,0,0,5,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,2,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,1,0,0,0],[0,8,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,7,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 2
vp(8,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[3,1,0,0,0,0],[2,5,0,8,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,6,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,7,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,4,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 3
vp(3,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,3,0,8,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,1,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,5,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,4,0],[0,0,0,0,0,6],[0,0,0,0,7,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,2,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 4
vp(15,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,8,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,5,0],[0,0,3,7,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,2,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 5
vp(13,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,7,0,1,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,8,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[6,0,0,0,3,0],[0,0,0,0,2,0],[0,0,5,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 6
vp(12,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,2,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,5,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,6],[1,8,0,0,7,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,3,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,4],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 7
vp(7,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,2,0,0,6,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[4,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,1,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,7],[0,0,0,3,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,8,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,5,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])

Route 8
vp(14,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,5,0,0,0],[0,0,0,6,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[8,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,7,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,3,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,2,0],[0,0,0,2,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 9
vp(7,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,6,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,1,7,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,5],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[3,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,4,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,8,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 10
vp(11,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[1,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,6,2,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,5,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,7],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,8],[0,0,0,3,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 11
invert
vp(7,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,1,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[3,0,8,0,0,0],[0,0,0,7,0,0],[0,0,6,0,0,0],[2,0,5,0,0,0],[0,0,4,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 12
vp(14,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,3],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,5,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,1],[0,0,4,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,7,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,6,0,0,0,0],[8,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 13
vp(6,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,4,0,0,0,0],[1,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,8],[0,0,0,7,0,0],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,3,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,5,0,0],[0,0,0,0,6,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 14
vp(17,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,1,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,5,0,0],
[0,0,7,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,6,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,4,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[2,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,3],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,8,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])

Route 15
vp(10,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,7],[0,0,0,3,0,0],[0,0,1,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,8],[0,0,0,0,5,0],[0,2,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,4,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[6,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 16
vp(6,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,1,0],[0,4,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,2,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,5,6,0,0,7],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[3,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,8,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 17
vp(3,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,6,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,8,0],[5,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,0,0,7,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,2,0,0,0,0],[3,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,1,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 18
vp(11,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,8],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,7,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[1,0,0,0,0,0],[0,4,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,2],[0,5,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,6,0,3,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 19
invert
vp(9,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,7],
[3,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,5,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[5,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,1,0],[0,0,0,6,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,8,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 20
vp(4,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,3],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[7,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,5,0,0],[0,1,0,0,0,2],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,8,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,4],[6,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 21
invert
vp(10,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[4,0,3,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[5,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,2,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,1],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,6,0,0,0,0],[0,0,7,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,8],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 22
vp(8,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[8,0,0,0,0,4],[0,0,0,5,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[7,1,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,6,0,3],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 23
vp(1,0)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,3,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[8,0,0,0,0,6],[0,0,0,7,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,5,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,4,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,1,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 24
vp(2,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,1,0,0],[3,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,7,0,0,0,8],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,5,0],[4,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,6,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 25
vp(5,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,4,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,5],[0,0,0,3,0,8],
[0,0,0,0,0,6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,7,0],[1,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,2,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 26
vp(17,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,5,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,6,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,8,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,7,0,2,4],[0,0,0,0,3,0],[0,1,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 27
invert
vp(6,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,8,0,0,4,0],
[0,0,5,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,3],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[7,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,6,0,0],[0,2,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,1,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Route 28
vp(14,3)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[7,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,3],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,4,0],[0,0,0,1,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,5],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,2,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,6,0,8],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])

Route 29
vp(13,1)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,1,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,8,0,3],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,5],

[0,0,0,7,0,0],[0,0,0,4,0,0],[0,0,6,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,2,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
Route 30
invert
vp(12,2)

binary_matrix=([a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,4],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,8,7,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[6,0,3,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,1,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[5,0,0,2,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0],
[b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6])
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Appendix 3
Solutions for Route 1

i)

Udifar II Picker’s route:

Initial point (14, 3)
End point (b4)
Total distance = (4+8+18+12+1+1+8+6+6+4+8+8+4+18+4+1+1+4+3+3+8) = 130 m
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ii)

IRA ‘s route

Total distance = (4+4+18+8+7+7+4+18+4) = 74 m
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